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This note is intended to provide the background and terms of reference for CREEN’s involvement with MetSoc. 

The background is as follows: 

1) CREEN was established in 2012 as an industry-led Network with the mandate to advance the technical 

development of the REE industry in Canada.   

2) CREEN, with assistance from MetSoc Hydromet members, has organized 3 very successful symposia at the 

COM and is planning one in 2016. 

3) CANMET has been allocated over $15M for REE r&D in the next 5 years and has used CREEN’s technical 

roadmap as part of its guide to project development. 

4) CREEN is heavily involved in the branding of the Canadian REE programme. 

The current situation is: 

1) CREEN has moved to a paid membership model and currently has 13 paid institutional members (junior 

mining companies universities, commercial labs, industrial processors and consumers)). 

2) CREEN has developed an MOU to be signed by CIM to have it act in a fiduciary way with regards to 

CREEN’s activities. 

3) CIM, MetSoc and CREEN have recommended that based on the success of the CREEN-MetSoc COM 

experience, for good governance and the provision of efficient services, CREEN would like to have a home 

in MetSoc. 

It is proposed that: 

1) A Special Committee be formed for CREEN to establish itself within MetSoc. 

2) The committee would consist of one member from each CREEN member.  CREEN will provide each member 

institution with one free CIM individual membership. 

3) The committee would elect a 5 person Exec Team (Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary/Treasurer, Tech & 

Economics Leader and Supply Chain Leader) 

4) CREEN would continue to organize REE symposia. 

5) Any member of MetSoc is encouraged to assist with the organization of the REE symposia. 

6) The duration of the CREEN Special Committee would be three years.  This time would be used to explore 

CREEN’s relationship with MetSoc sections, examine possible models for revenue generation beyond the 

symposium organization, and help determine the long term viability of the group including possible 

expansion of its mandate to include “critical or technology materials”. 

At the conclusion of the three years (COM 2018), a review of the status of CREEN will be undertaken by a joint 

committee of the MetSoc and CREEN executive committees.  Recommendations for the future status of CREEN 

will be presented to the MetSoc board at COM 2018.  

 



These Terms of Reference are subject to adoption of both MetSoc Board and CREEN Members, to be resolved 

during COM 15. 


